OIA Intl' TA FAQ
For Students
Can I apply for the TA program if I am a firstyear student in the Master/Ph.D. program?

：

A Yes, MA/Ph.D students can apply for the TA
program once they match up with a suitable
course.
Is there any guarantee that I will be selected
after applying?

： If there are too many applicants, students

A

will be ranked according to their qualifications;
the priority will be given to those who haven’t
been granted any scholarship .

What is the total amount of this scholarship?
A

： The monthly grant of being a TA is 5,000

NTD, which makes the total amount of this
scholarship 20,000 NTD per semester.
What should I do if I didn’t receive the payment?

：

A Please contact the Division of International
Education, OIA

What should I do if I can't submit my weekly
working log due to unpredictable system failure?
A Please send your report directly to Division
of International Education, OIA instead.

：

If I am not compatible with my professor once
the semester has started, can I choose to
withdraw or change the professors/courses?

：

A you may ask OIA to communicate with the
professors, or you may choose to withdraw, but
you CANNOT change courses or professors after
you are assigned to the particular professor.
What will happen if I don't submit my weekly
working log on time?
A

： It will reflect on your final score of TA

performance. We will also take the instructor’s
opinions and feedbacks into consideration as a
reference for the TA application next semester.
OIA reserves the right to suspend your monthly
grant immediately.

Can I apply for TA programs opened by other
administration units?
A

：Yes, but you cannot apply for another TA

program with a course that has the same name.
Namely, if you wish to apply for TA programs
opened by other administrative units, you must
choose different courses for other applications.

For instructor
Is teaching an English-taught course a
requirement to apply for a TA?
What are the criteria?
A

： Yes, only the courses that are taught

in English will be assigned a TA; the
requirement and related regulations are
based on the language of instruction
listed in the Registrar's Office online
system.

Are there any restrictions on the type of course
or the amounts of students?

A No. The TA program is not limited to any

：

type of course or the amounts of students.


What if my TA is not compatible with my
professionality or isn’t capable of administrative
work?
A

： Should you have this sort of concern

please contact OIA for assistance, we will
schedule further arrangement to solve
your problems .



